There are several new avenues to the study of discourse particles (well, now, actually, in fact, etc) such as the study of discourse particles across different languages.

Cross-linguistic comparison of discourse particles represents what Carlson calls ‘an extreme case of contrastive analysis’ providing ‘potential evidence for an underlying set of shared (perhaps universal) functional distinctions (Carlson 1984: 68). The external contrastive analysis implies that correspondences are established between elements in different languages.

Investigating translation equivalents of discourse particles can be regarded as a typical corpus problem since it involves looking for all the possible equivalents in order to establish rules for how they are used. Translation data show how transfer of the semantic content results in a rich variety of lexical items. The results may be analysed in terms of formal, semantic, stylistic and pragmatic equivalence. For this study I have used the English-Swedish Parallel Corpus, a 2 million word corpus containing translations from English into Swedish and Swedish into English to initiate fine-grained cross-linguistic comparisons between languages and to test hypotheses (Aijmer et al 1996). For example, on the basis of theories of grammaticalisation it is possible to make cross-linguistic predictions that can be tested on the basis of the corpus.
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